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DoD To Add $100B to 2011-15 Spending
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We  bring  to  the  attention  of  our  readers  a  report  from  Defense  New,  which  confirms  the
budgetary implications of  Obam’s military surge

The Obama administration will add $100 billion to the Pentagon’s 2011-’15 base budget
plan to cover the rising cost of personnel and pressing modernization needs, officials said.

If approved by Congress, the additional money would allow U.S. defense spending to rise
about 1 percent above projected inflation, analysts said.

The Pentagon’s 2010 budget request called for $534 billion, plus $130 billion to cover the
wars in Afghanistan and Iraq. It did not include the estimated $30 billion that will be needed
to  fund  President  Barack  Obama’s  recent  decision  to  send  30,000  more  troops  to
Afghanistan.

Nor did the 2010 spending plan contain the customary five-year spending outlook, although
the new Obama administration had in January pledged annual defense spending of about
$540 billion, plus inflation, plus $50 billion for operations.

Among  other  procurement  efforts,  the  money  will  pay  for  new  Air  Force  global  strike
programs – including work on new manned and unmanned systems – Army brigade combat
team modernization, a Navy attack submarine, and the Navy’s new Carrier Long-Range
Strike system, sources said.

Pentagon  spokesman  Bryan  Whitman  declined  to  discuss  the  administration’s  budget
deliberations. But multiple sources confirmed the $100 billion figure.

Analysts called the decision a victory for Defense Secretary Robert Gates, who has lobbied
the White House for more funding. Gates, who reviewed a draft of the Quadrennial Defense
Review in early December, is to meet with the military services this week to discuss their
spending plans, sources said. The QDR and 2011 budget request are due to Congress in
February.

Gates, who scrutinized a draft version of the QDR on his trip last week to Afghanistan and
Iraq, announced in Kirkuk, Iraq, that the review likely will endorse a new family of Air Force
long-range strike systems that are manned and unmanned. In April, Gates pushed back
funding for the Air Force’s new bomber, stripping it from the 2010 budget.

The QDR and 2011 budgets are being shaped with an eye toward strengthening the U.S.
defense  industrial  base,  sources  said.  Pentagon  acquisition  chief  Ashton  Carter  and
industrial policy director Brett Lambert have said DoD must better preserve key industrial
capabilities, in part by spending more. Lambert has said he worries about major prime
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contractors  but  is  applying  more  focus  on  second-,  third-  and  fourth-tier  firms that  supply
critical components and skills.
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